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ON SOME STABILITY PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS OF ITO'S TYPE 
BOHDAN MASLOWSKI, Praha 
In the present paper we deal with Liapunov criteria for some stability properties 
of solutions of the n-dimensional stochastic differential equation 
(E) dt;t = b(t,Qdt + <r(t,QdWt, 
where wt is an /-dimensional Wiener process, w0 = 0. 
The fundamental results in the stability theory of the equation (E) belong to 
R. Z. Khasminskii (cf. [2], [3]). In the monograph [3] (English translation, [4]) 
the basic statements on the stability of the trivial stationary solution of (E) can be 
found (cf. also [7]). Later the theory was developed in numerous works, for instance, 
the stability of general (compact) sets was treated in works of A. Friedman and M. 
A. Pinsky (see e.g. [5]). These results can be found in a self-contained form in 
Friedman's monograph [6], where also some applications in the theory of partial 
differential equations are given. 
In the present paper we shall investigate a "pathwise stability" of general solutions 
of the equation (E). We say that the equation (E) is stable (in a certain sense), if — 
roughly speaking — all its solutions are Liapunov-like stable in the same sense (cf. 
Definitions 2.1 and 5.1). The method used here is the classical stochastic version 
of the first Liapunov method as,used, e.g., in [3] or [6]. Most of the results are 
formulated in terms of the operator £(cf. (1.1)). 
The paper is divided into five sections. In Section 1 we give preliminaries and some 
notations. In Section 2 theorems on various types of stability in probability are 
stated. Some examples are given in Section 3. Section 4 contains an instability theorem 
with some examples. It is shown that in the one-dimensional case an ordinary differen-
tial equation can always be stabilized (Example 3.2) and for n ^ 3 destabilized (Exam-
ple 4.2) by adding an appropriate noise. Stability in the mean is treated in Section 5. 
The author is grateful to I. Vrkoc for instructive conversations on the subject 
and for his helpful suggestions and remarks. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
We consider the equation (E), where b = (bt) is an n-dimensional vector, a = 
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= (a(j) is a matrix n x l9b and a are defined on <0, oo) x Rn; wt is an /-dimensional 
Wiener process. The solutions of (E) are considered in the strong sense. Throughout 
the paper it is supposed that the coefficients b and a fulfil the assumptions of the 
following Theorem 1.1 and thus, existence and uniqueness of solutions of (E) (in the 
usual sense) are guaranteed. For the proof of Theorem 1.1 see e.g. [1] or [6], where 
also other fundamental statements from the theory of stochastic differential equations 
used in this paper can be found. 
Theorem 1,1. Let b9 a be measurable functions and assume that for all N > 0, 
t e <0, N>, x9y9ze Rn9 \x\ = N9 \y\ = N we have 
: IK'.*)I + IkMII s ^ i + W). 
\b(t9 x) - b(t9 y)\ + \\a(t9 x) - a(t9 y)\\ = KN\x - y\, 
where KN are positive constants, (•] stands for the n-dimensional Euclidean norm 
and ||*|| for the n x l-matrix norm. If X is an n-dimensional random variable 
stochastically independent of wt and satisfying E|K|
2 < oo, and s 1_ 0, then there 
exists a solution £t of the equation (E) defined on <s, oo) such that £s = X. If r\t is 
another solution with these properties, then 
P[ sup % - ri,\ > 0] = 0 
N=<S,00) 
holds. 
We shall denote by £5'x (or £s'x) the solution of (E) defined on <s, oo) such that 
?* = X; £x = Z°>x. For s = 0, 3c = (x9 y)eR„x Rn we denote by {••• the couple 
(£s'x9 £
s'y). The sign --- stands for the weak convergence of measures. R+ stands for 
<0, oo) and C1>2(M) (where M a R+ x Rk is open) for the set of functions defined 
on M whose first time-derivatives as well as the first and second space-derivatives 
exist and are continuous. We recall that if Xris a continuous k-dimensional random 
process, G c Rk is open and F c Rk is a closed set, seR+9 then the random 
variable 
r = inf{* = s; Xt$G} 
is called the exit time (after s) from G. The random variable 
T' = inf{* = s; XteF} 
is called the first hitting time (after s) of F. For (t9 x9 y) e R+ x Rn x Rn we denote 
by A(t9 x9 y) = (XtJ) the In x 2n matrix 
^ x ' ^ " \ < r , j ; ) ( 7 T ( r , x ) a(r,j)crT(r,y)/ 
(where aJ is the transposed matrix to a). We shall introduce the operator L. If 
G c R+ x Rn x Rn is open, F c C1>2(G), set 
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(1.1) LV(t, X,y) =
 d-X+i \blt, x)^+ bit, y)f\ + 
dt i=i L ^Xi dy,J 
i " r_ e2v 
+ : I \Auj-r + 
2 «,j = i L vXidXj 
- / d2v d2v \ - d2v 1 
\dXidyj dxjByJ 8ytdyjj 
(the derivatives of V and the elements of A taken at the point (t9 X, y)). To simplify 
the references, we conclude this section by the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.2. Let b9 a satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 and assume that 
there exists a funcion Ve Cif2(R+ x (G \ F))for some F c G c R2n (G open and F 
closed) such that 
£V(f,x,y) = 0 for (t9x9 y)e R+ x (G\F) . 
Furthermore, assume that for all s ^ 0, x e G \ F we have 
P[f J-* 6 F for some t > s] = 0 . 
Consider the process lStX and denote by T the exit time from G. Then 
EV(z At, ?*,)£ V(s,x) 
for all t ^ s. 
The proof can be easily obtained by Ito's formula (cf. [1], [6]). 
2. STABILITY IN PROBABILITY 
We consider the equation 
(E) dl;t = b(t9Qdt + o(t9Qdwt9 
where b and a satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 1.1, wt is an J-dimensional 
Wiener process defined on a certain probability space (Q, si, P), w0 = 0. We denote 
by S the set of all random variables X defined on (Q, si, P), satisfying E|X|2 < oo 
and stochastically independent of wv Let Q: <0, oo) x R„ x Rn -> <0, oo) be a Borel 
measurable function such that 
fa y) g Q(t9 x9 y) = Q(X9 y) for all (t9 x9 y)eR+ x Rn x Rn9 
where £, § are continuous functions and Q(X9 X) = 0, £(x, y) > 0 holds for all 
x9yeRn9 x* y. 
Definition 2.1. We say that the equation (E) is: 
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— Stable in probability, if for every s ^ 0, e > 0 and X e S there exists 8 = 
= 8(s, e, X) > 0 such that for all Ye S, 
P[Q(S, X, Y) > 8] < 8 implies 
P[supQ(t,^
x,^Y)>e)>e. 
If 8 = <5(s. e) can be found independent of X e S, then the equation (E) is said 
to be uniformly stable in probability. 
— Asymptotically stable in probability, if it is stable in probability and for every 
s ^ 0, e > 0 and X e S there exists 8 = 8(s, e, X) such that for all YeS, 
P[Q(S, X, Y) > 8] < 8 implies 
p'[e(-\ Zt'X> %'*) -* 0 for i -» oo] = 1 - e. 
If 5 = <5(s, e) can be found independent of X e S and the equation (E) is uniformly 
stable in probability, then it is said to be uniformly asymptotically stable in 
probability. 
— Globally (uniformly) asymptotically stable in probability, if it is (uniformly) 
stable in probability and for every s = 0, X e S, Ye S 
P[g(t, £**, £st'
Y) - 0 for t -> oo] = 1 
holds. 
In this section we shall prove some theorems dealing with sufficient conditions for 
the types of stability of the equation (E) defined above. Before formulating the 
theorems let us introduce the following notations: 
D ={(x,y)eRn x Rn \ x = y} , 
Wr = {z e R2n | d(z, D) < r} (d - Euclidean metric) , 
Ur = {z e R2n | Q(Z) <r}, (Jr = {z e R2n | g(z) < r} , 
Qr = ^ + x (Ur\D), Qr = R+ x(Or\D), 
Br ={ze R2n\ \z\ < r} . 
Lemma 2.2. Let s ̂  0, x, y e Rn, x 4= y. Then 
T = inf{r = s; £-
x = %->} = oo 
holds almost surely. 
Proof. Suppose first that the coefficients b, a are globally Lipschitzian in x. 
Setting V(x, y) = |x — y\p for p e R, x, y e R„, x 4= y it is easy to verify that 
(2.1) LV(t9xfy)£K9tT\x-y\' 
holds for some KStT > 0 and all (t, x, y) e <s, T> x Rn x Rn, x + y. Let 8 > 0, 
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|x — y\ > 5 and consider the process ls,x9 where x = (x, y). Denote by xmd9 xd 
the first hitting time (after 5) of 
WsuR2nsBm9Wd9 
respectively. Using (2.1) we get by Ito's formula for t > s: 
E fc .« - *£.*..' - 1 * - y\p ^ --...J'EI^X,AU - *£....' <-« • 
Hence, noting that xmb A ( - > t a A ( holds almost surely for m -> 00, we get by 
GronwalFs and Fatou's lemmas 
Taking p = — 1 and using Chebyshev's inequality we get 
\x-y\ 
It follows that P[T^ < /] -> 0 for 3 -* 0 + , which implies the assertion of the lemma. 
For general coefficients b, a we proceed analogously, approximating 6, a by ap-
propriate sequences of globally Lipschitzian coefficients bk9 ak9 respectively. 
Theorem 2.3. A. Assume that there exists a function Ve Clf2(Qn)for some rj > 0 
satisfying 
(i) V(t9 x) -> 0 for x - D (for all t > 0), 
(ii) Vr = inf V(t9 x) > 0 for all 0 < r < rj9 
Qr,\Qr 
(iii) £V(f, x) = 0 for a// (t, x) e Q,; 
fhen (E) is stable in probability. 
B. /f, moreover, Q = Kg for some K > 0 and 
(iv) lim sup V(f, x) = 0 for a// f > 0 holds, 
then (E) is uniformly stable in probability. 
Proof. Let 0 < e < r\9 s ^ 0, x = (x, y) e l / e \ D. Consider the process £
s'* and 
denote by Te, T
W the exit time (after s) from 0e9 Bm9 respectively, and rE(t) = Te A /, 
Tc,m(0 = T8 A T
W A r. Using Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 2.2 we get 
and hence, taking m -» 00 we get by Fatou's lemma 
*v(*Jit),t%0)£.v(s,x). 




and taking t -* co we conclude 
(2.2) P[supв(ř,íî-
x,«J,)>в]g--%-3. 
To prove part A we consider a sequence XmeS and a random variable X e S 
satisfying 
(2.3) P[^5,Xm,X) = l/m] = l/m. 
From (2.3) we obtain (Xm, X) -> (X, X) in probability and hence, denoting by 
џm, џ the joint distribution of (Xm,X), (X,X), respectively, we have џm -- џ. Now 
taking Л > 0 arbitrarily we find a compact set K cz Rn such that џm((Rn \ K) x Rn) < 
< Л for all m, and a č > 0 such that 
Wðn(Kx Rn) czUn 
and V(s, x) ^ Л for all x є ^ n ( K x Wя). Furthermore, we find m0 such that 
Џnlßin \ Ŵ ) -š ^ for m ^ m0. Then, for m ^ m0 we get by (2.2): 
P[ sup Q(t, ţ*t>
Xm, «•*) > г] = f P[ sup e(í, «•*, «•>) > г] џm(dx, áy) = 
*£« J t^s 
й f P[ sup в{t, <£•*, £•') > s] /.m(dx, dy) + 2Я й 
JWóniKxRn) ' š s 
r ł ^ ) , и ( d x , d , ) + 2 A ^ ( ; i + 2 ) . 
Jwðn(KxRn) K \Уe / 
Hence, 
P[ sup Q{t, ţ
s
t>
Xm, £•*) > г] -+ 0 for m - co , 
which completes the proof of the assertion A. 
To prove part B we consider the sequences XmeS, Yme S such that 
P[o(5,Xm,Уm) = l/m] = l/m. 
Denoting by vшthe joint distribution of (Xm, Ym)9wehzL\evm(R2n\Û1/m) ^ 1/m and 
so foг m sufficiently large (to fulfil 01/m cz U„) we get 
P[ sup o(ř, tf •*", ?t>
Ym) > г] = Г P[ sup Q(t, ?*9 ţ
s
t>>) > г] vm(dx, d);) = 
ř^s J tžs 
^ 1 V(s,x) 
^ — + sup v ' . 
m xєOi/m Ve 
Hence 
P[ sup Q(Í, Çst'
Xm, Ç5t>
Ym) > e] - • 0 for m -+ co 
holds which completes the pгoof of paгt B. 
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Theorem 2.4. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 2.3. A are fulfilled and, 
moreover, lim sup V(t9 x) = 0 and the following condition (P) holds: 
(P) For every 0 < 5 < X < rj9 xeOx\06, s = 0 
P[£'* £ # A \ #a for some t > s] = 1 h0Ms . 
Then the equation (E) is asymptotically stable in probability. Furthermore, if 
Q = KQfor someK > 0, then (E) is uniformly asymptotically stable in probability. 




x) - 0 for f - oo] -> 1 for m -> oo . 
For simplicity we can suppose that (Xm9 X) e 0e and that Vis bounded on QB. Then, 
using the assumption (iii) of Theorem 2.3, we can easily prove that 
are (nonnegative) supermartingales. Thus, there exist 
(2.5) lm = lim t]m(t) almost surely. 
f-+oo 
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we get 
P[K:S""X) G a £ 7J = — ^ y X m y X ) - 0 for m -> oo 
and so, denoting by QOT the set of trajectories of the process £*'<*»••*> never leaving 
0E9 we obtain P(QOT) -+ 1 for m -• oo. 
Now it suffices to show that 
Q(t9 ?t>
Xm(cQ)9 £•\co)) - 0 for * -+oo , for coeQm. 
The assumption (P) yields 
(2.6) l imin fK(r ,« , x " .« , x )L-0 . 
By (2.5) and (2.6) it follows that 
L L = 0 => lim V(t9 «•*-, %
x)\Qm = 0 =-> Q(t9 «•*-, fi^L J2=* 0 . 
f-*oo 
Thus, (2.4) holds, which completes the proof. The case of uniform stability can be 
treated similarly. 
Theorem 2.5. _4sswme that the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.A are fulfilled^ 
moreover, lim sup V(t9x) = 0 and the following condition (G) holds: 
«-->0 + Q« 
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(G) For every s = 0, ц > 0, x є R2n \ Ü„ 
P[ĘS,X є On for some t > s] = 1 holds . 
Then the equation (E) ís globally asymptotically stable in probability. Further-
more, ifй = K§ holdsfor some K > 0, then it is globally uniformly asymptotically 
stable in probability. 
Proof. We employ the relation (2.2) to find a ð > 0 such that 
sup sup P[ sup g(t, Çst>
x, Çst'
y) > e] < Å 
s^O (x,y)€Üs t^s 
holds for a given X > 0. 
Now, taking 5 = Oj\x = (x, y) є R2n \ 0ð, we consider the process Ę
s'x. If т is the 
first hitting time (after 5) of the set Cl 0ð (the assumption (G) guarantees that т < 00 
a.s.), then by the strong Markov property we obtain 
P [ l i m s u p o ( ř , ^ , ^ ) > г ] = 
Í-+00 
= Г í P[lim sup Q(t, £•*, ţ,Г) > є] P[т є dti, lř є d[z, r]] ž 
Ju = sJ(z,r)eðCô ^
0 0 
g Г Г P[sup б(ř, <?•', £ ' ) > є] PГг є dи, lř є d[z, r]] ^ X. 
J и = sJ(z,r)єгí7,- * = s 





y) - 0 for t - 00] = 1. 
Thus, if X є S, У є 5, we get 
P[в(f, «'*. £'ľ) -> 0 for f -> c»] = 1. 
In the following theorem we give a sufficient condition for the assumption (G) to be 
fulfilled. The Liapunov function H occuring there is analogous to the so called G-
function (cf. Friedman [6]). 
Theorem 2.6. Assume that there exist a non-decreasing şequence Gm of open 
sets, \JGm = R2n, and afunction H є Cit2(R2n \ D), H = 0 such that 
m 
(i) Hm = inf H(t, x,y)-+cQ for m -* 00, 
Я+X(Ä2n\<?m) 
(ii) for every m,õ>0 the inequality 
ĹH(t,x,y)й - a , t m < 0 
holdsfor all (t, x, y)єR+ x (Gm \ 0ð). Then (G) holds. 
Pгoof. Take i] > 0, (5, x, y)eR+ x R2n \ Cl 0n and m0 such that x = (x, >>) є Gm 
foг m ^ w0. Consider the process Ę
s,x and let т, тm be the exit times (afteг s) from 
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the sets R2n \ C\ On9 Gm \ C\ 0„9 respectively. The condition (ii) implies that 
P[тм < co] = 1 
(see e.g. [3], Theorem 3.7.1). Then, by Itô's formula and Fatou's lemma we obtaih 
similarly as in the previous proofs 
E Я ( i „ ^ | Я ( S ) x ) . 
It follows that 
P[тм < т] = Ł ï ) -> o for m -+ oo . 
Thus, we have 
P[т < oo] = P[т = тm] -• 1 for m -• co , 
i.e., (G) holds. 
Ғor the sake of clarity we summarize the results of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6: 
Corollary 2.7. Let there exist a non-decreasing sequence Gm of open sets, \JGm = 
m 
= ®2n9 and a function Ve Clt2(R2n\ D) satisfying: 
(i) inf V-» co for m -+ oo, 
Я+XC-2n\Gm) 
(ii) inf V > 0 for all r > 0 sufficiently small9 
iR+xRln)\йr 
(iii) lim sup V = 0, 
t-»o+ ő. 
(iv) ĹV(t9 x, y) ^ -0Lðm < 0 for all m9 ð > 0 and (t9 x, y)єGm\ Oð. 
Then the equation (E) ís globaìly asymptotically stable in probability.If moreover9 
Q = K§ holdsfor someK > 0, then (E) /s globally uniformly asymptoticalły stable 
in probability. 
Remark 2.8. The assumption Q = Щ can be weakened in all theorems in thé present 
section (e.g., we can assume that for every e > 0 such ð > 0 can be found that 
0ð cz 0E holds). Nevertheless, it cannot be omitted. 
3. EXAMPLES 
Example 3.1. Set g(t, x,y)(= Q(X, y) = £(x, y)) = |x - y\ and, for p > 0, set 
FP(t, x, y) = p\x - y\>-
2 (b{t, x) - b{t, y), x - y) + 
+ ^Aj(t,x,y)[p\x-y\'-25u + 
+ p(p-2)(Xt-yl){Xj-yJ)\x-y\>'-*}, . 
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where Â = (Âij(t9 x, y)) = (<т(t9 x) - <т(t9 y)) (<т(t9 x) - a(t9 y))
т
9 ôц - Kroneckeťs 
delta. Using the function V(x, y) = \x — y\p we see that 
tV(t9 x, y) = Fp(t9 x, y) 
for all (t9 x, y), x Ф y. Thus, as a result of the previous section, the following 
assertions are obtained: 
If there is ô > 0 and p > 0 such that 
(3.1) Fp{t,x,y)йO 
for all (t9 x, >>) є R+ x (И^ \ D)9 then the equation (E) is uniformly stable in proba-
bility (cf. Theorem 2.3). If 
(3.2) Fp(t9x9y)S -«a f -.<° 
for all (t9x9y)eR+ x (Wm\Wõ)9 m > 0, <5 > 0, then (E) is globally uniformly 
asymptotically stable in probability. In particular, if <г is Lipschitz continuous in x 
with a constant K > 0 arid 
{b{t,x)-b{t,y),x-y)й-Цx-y\2 
holds for some L > nKг\l — M, where M ^ 0 is such that 
I Л(<> x, y){x( - y,) (xj - yj) ^ Af |* - y\* 
ІJ 
holds for all (t9 x, j;) (n is the dimension), then (3.2) is valid. To prove the last 
asseгtion it suffices to note that we have 
Fp{t, x, y) ѓ -pЦx - y\" + ^ \x - y\» + Ž ^ \x - Уү - PM\x - y\>, 
so choosing p > 0 sufficiently small we obtain 
Fp(tfx9y)й - a | x - . y | ' 
for some a > 0 and all (t9 x, y) and thus, (3.2) holds. Furthermore, if the dimension 
n = 1 and p = 1, we have 
Fx(t> *> У) = (Қt, x) - b(t9 y)) sign (x - y) . 
Hence, if the function b(t9 •) is non-increasing for all t > 0, then (E) is stable in 
probability (for all G), 
Example 3.2. Set g(t9 x, y) = |x - y\. If c(t9 •) є C2, b(t9 •) є C2 for all / = 0 
and the corresponding first and second derivatives are bounded uniformly with 
respect to ř, and if foг some a > 0 and all vectors v = (ví9..., v„) є Rn9 |v| = 1 and 
(t9x)eR+ x Rn the inequality 
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(3.3) ZdJh{t)X)ViVj + 
i.J oxj 
+ \ I d-~ ('.*) i r r K*> x) \yi»fu - 2vWivs) ^ - « 
2itj,k,r,lGXk CXt 
holds, then the equation (E) is uniformly asymptotically stable in probability. De-
noting by B the matrix (dbijdXj(t9x)) and by Ar9 r= 1,2,...,/, the matrices 
(dajdxj (t9 x)) we can express the condition (3.3) in the form 
(Bv,v) + ±Z\Arv\
2 - Z(Arv,v)
2 ^ -a . 
r = l r = l 
The proof of the assertion can be obtained by applying the Liapunov function 
V(x9 y) = |x - y\
p, 0 < p < 1. From (3.3) we obtain for some Rx > 0, R2 > 0 
(independent of p) and all (t, x9 y)e R+ x (R2n \ D): 
LV(t,x,y) ^ p\x - y\'"2I^(t,y)(xj - yj)(xt - y,) + 
i,j CXj 
+ \P Z ~-r ('. y) %* (t, y) (xk - yk) (x, - y,) \su\x - y\"~
2 + 
2 i,j,k,r,l OXk OXl 
(p-2)(xi-y,)(xJ-yJ)\x-y\"-^ + 





\ 2 i,j,k,r,lOXk CXt 
• (*, - yt)(Xj - yj) \x - y\-*\ + Rt\x - y\
p+1 + R2\x - y\'
+2 . 
Now, choosing p sufficiently small we have 
(3.4) LV(t9x9y)^ - L | x - y | ' 
for some L > 0, A > 0 and all (t9x9 y)e R+ x (WA\ D). Now, by Theorem 2.4 we 
conclude that the equation (E) is uniformly asymptotically stable in probability. 
(Indeed, (3.4) guarantees that the condition (P) is fulfilled — see e.g. [3], Theorem 
3.7.1). 
In the one-dimensional case for J = 1 the condition (3.3) has the form 
— b(t, x) - i ( — a(t, x)) á -a . 
ox \ox ) 
In particular, we have obtained that every one-dimensional ordinary differential 
equation (with a sufficiently smooth right-hand side) can be "stabilized" by adding 
an appropriate diffusion coefficient — compare with Example 4.1 below. 
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Example 3.3. The notions of the global asymptotical stability and the asymptotical 
stability of the equation (E) introduced in Definition 2.1 above coincide in the de-
terministic case (i.e. for a = 0). This is not the case in general, as the following 
example shows: Set Q(X9 y) = \x — y\9 dimension n = 1 and consider the equation 
(3.5) dcr,= | | £ r | - l | d w , . 
The equation (3.5) is uniformly asymptotically stable in probability (we can obtain 
this result from Theorem 2.4 by using the function V(x9 y) = |x — y\ and noting 
that the condition (P) is fulfilled, because the set M = { — 1, 1} is globally asympto-
tically stable in the sense defined in [6]). However, (3.5) is not globally asymptotically 
stable in probability as it has two distinct stationary points. 
In the rest of this section we deal with the one-dimensional autonomous case, i.e., 
we consider the equation 
(3.6) &Zt=b(Qdt + o(QAwt9 
where b and a are Lipschitz continuous scalar functions. 
Example 3.4. Assume that a > 0 and set 
Q(*> y) = JH-2LлH 
Then the equation (3.6) is uniformly stable in probability. 
Proof. Setting V(x, y) = Q(X9 y) = (= §(x9 y) = §(x9 y)) we use Theorem 2.3 
(noting that IV =0). 
As a consequence we get the following result, which concerns a certain "relative 
stability" with respect to compact sets: 
Example 3.5. Assume that G > 0 and X e S9 K c: R are arbitrary, K is compact. 
Then for every e > 0 such a S > 0 can be found that for every Ye S 
P[\X - Y\ > S] < S implies 
P[sup |£f. - ?t\ > e] < e, where 6 = {t = 0, geK] . 
e 
Proof. Set 
Q(x,y)(=ë(x,y)) = í'A-2&\ 
Taking e > 0 we find d > 0 such that 
(3.7) (« x K) n tjt <= (R x K) n Wt 
holds. Now, consider a sequence XmeS such that 
P[\Xm -X\>; 1/m] = 1/m. 
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It follows that for every A > 0, 
P[Q(Xm9X) ̂  A] ->0 for m->oo . 
Thus, by the previous example, we have 
P[ sup Q{^m9 g) = 5] -+ 0 for m -+ oo 
í £ 0 
which, together with (3.7), concludes the proof. 
Let us recall that if an equation admits a solution which is a stationary Markov 
process, then we say that the weak stochastic stability occurs. 
We conclude this section by establishing the connection between the weak stochastic 
stability and the stability defined above in the one-dimensional case: 
Theorem 3.6. Let Q(X9 y) = |x — y\ and assume that for someK > 0 the inequality 
\b(x)-b(y)\^K\x-y\ 
holds for all x9yeR. Let Xt > 0, X2 > 0 and Xt < a(x) < X2 for xeR. Then9 if 





we see that 
V(x9 y) -> 0 for (x9 y)-+ D 9 
£V-=0 on the set R2\D. 
To fulfil the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 it remains to prove that 
inf V(x9 y) > 0 
\x-y\*s 
holds for all (sufficiently small) 5 > 0. We have 
inf V(x9 y)^S inf expT-2 f - l , 
hence to conclude the proof it suffices to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.7. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.6 the function 
26 
2 
is bounded from above. 
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Proof. Assuming that the above assertion is false, we find a sequence xmeR 
such that i//(xm) = m. Let 
<5 = --^-— and 
V(2*0 
v = / (*•,, *m + «) if f W = 0 
" \ (xm-<5,xm) if V(xm)<Q. 
By the mean value theorem we get for xeUm 
. , . . , . 2K<5. . 2K<52 
r/r(x) = i/r(xw) — |x - xm\ = m — = m - 1 . 
From (Um) we choose an infinite subsequence Umk containing only disjoint intervals. 
Then 
f°° exp [ 2 f - 1 dx = J f e*
( x ) dx = <5 J e^""
1 = 00 . 
J-a> L J o * J fc=lJt/mfc *»-
Thus, we have 
Г <7- 2 (x)e* ( Я >dxè^ľ 2 Г Є* = 0 0 , 
which cannot hold in view of the existence of a stationary solution of the equation 
(3.6) (the function <r""2e^ is the density of the stationary distribution). 
4. INSTABILITY 
In this section we keep the notation and the assumptions made at the beginning 
of Section 2. First we formulate the following theorem on instability: 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that for some n > 0 there exists a nonnegative function 
VeCU2(Qv)such that 
(i) Jim inf V(t, x) = 00, 
e-*0 + QB 
(ii) LV(t, x,y) = 0 for (t, x, y) e Qn. 
Furthermore, let the following condition (P') be fulfilled: 
(P') There exist <50 > 0, X0 > <50 such that for all n > X > X0, 0 < 5 < <50, s = 0, 
xeOx\08 
P[?t'
x$0X\05 for some t > s] = 1 holds . 
Then, for all X0 < X < r\, X e S, Ye S such that P[X = Y] = 0 we have 
P[supQ(t,g,£)>X] = l. 
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Remark* In particular, the assertion implies that the equation (E) is not stable in 
probability. However, the assertion is stronger; it is a kind of "strong instability". 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let e, A be such that 0 < e < S0 < A0 < A < rj9 let 
x = (x, y)eUx\ Ut and consider the process cf*. Let xe9 retTn be the exit times from 
Q* N ®t> (Px x ^e)
 n 5m> respectively, and let ze be the first hitting time of CI £?e. Using 
Ito's formula we get 
EV(Tt,mAt,£lmAt)^V(0,x). 
Taking m -> oo we obtain by Fatou's lemma 
EV(rtAt,gtA,)ZV(0,x). 
By the assumption (P') we have re A t -> re almost surely for t -> oo. Thus, we get 
EV(Te,Zl)ZV(0,x). 
It follows that 
(4.1) P[«» 4 dUx for t e <0, T<>] ^ r ^ - r • 
inf V(r, x) 
6. 
For e: -* 0+ the right hand side of (4.1) tends to zero. Furthermore, TC -• oo for 
e -> 0+, since f) 0t = D and D is nonattainable (cf. Lemma 2.2). 
0 ^ £ < A 
Therefore, from (4.1) we obtain 
P[sup g(t9 ff, «) £ A] £ P[{f * at>A for t e <0, oo)] = 0 . 
It is easily checked that this implies the assertion of Theorem 4.1. 
Example 4.2. Suppose that q(t9 x, y) = \x - y\ and let 
G(r, x, y) = ~(b(t9 x) - b(t9 y)9 x - y)\x - y\~
2 + 
+ 1 Z 4A'»*> JO Pi*« - yd (x7 - ^ ) \x - >i~4 - <M* - >i~2]» 
-.7 
where ,£(*, x, >>) = (.il7(f, x, y)) = (a(t9 x) - a(t9 y)) (a(t9 x) - cr(t9 y))
T. If for some 
a > 0 (} = 09 rj >09 
(4.2) G(t9x9y)= - a | x - j f 
holds for all (t9 x9y)e R+ x Wn9 then the equation (E) is not stable in probability. 
Moreover, the assertion of Theorem 4.1 is valid with all 0 < A0 < rj. Indeed the 
function V(x, y) = k — log |x — y\9 where k is a suitable positive constant, satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 (note that LV = G). Using the same Liapunov 
function we can also see that (4.2) implies (P') (cf. [3] Theorem 3.7.1). 
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In particular, set I = n2 and consider the equation 
dti = bi(t9t)dt + ot^jdW(i^)n+j9 f = l , 2 , . . . , n 
1=1 
(o — constant). We have 
Atj = (7
2|x - j ; | 2 Sij, ij = 1, 2,. . . , n . 
Hence 
G(t9 x, y) = ~{b(t9 x) - b(t9 y)9 x - y) |* - j / | ~
2 + <r2(l - in) . 
Thus if we assume that b is (globally) lipschitz continuous in x uniformly with respect 
to t and the dimension is n = 3 then the ordinary differential equation x -= b(t9 x) 
can always be "destabilized" by adding an appropriate diffusion. Note that this is 
not valid in the one-dimensional case (cf. Example 3.1). 
Example 4.3. Set g(t x y) = \x — y\ and assume that b(t9 ' ) eC 2 , o\f, *)e C2 
for every t > 0, the corresponding first and second derivatives being bounded uni-
formly with respect to t > 0. Denoting by B the matrix (dbijdxj (t9 x)) and by Ar9 
r = 1,2,...,/ the matrices (doirjdXj (t9 x)) suppose that for some a > 0 the inequality 
(4.3) (Bv9 v) + \ £ \Arv\
2 - i lArv9 v)
2
 = a 
r = l r = l 
holds for all v e Rn with |v| = 1 and (t9 x) e R+ x Rn. Then the assertion of Theorem 
4.1 holds for some X0 > 0. In particular, the equation (E) is not stable in probability. 
The proof proceeds similarly as in Example 3.2, using the function V(x, y) = 
= k - log |x - y\. 
Example 4.4. Set g(t9 x, y) = |x — y\ and consider the one-dimensional auto-
nomous equation 
(4.4) d£t = ±l;tdt + o(Qdwt9 
where o(x) = 1 for x ^ 1, o(x) = x otherwise. Then the assertion of Theorem 4.1 
is valid with arbitrary X0 > 0. 
Indeed, we can set V(x9 y) = k — log |x — j ; | for a suitable k > 0. Setting 
H(x9 y) = M - |x - >>| for a suitable M > 0 we obtain ([3], Theorem 3.7.1) that 
(P;) is fulfilled. 
On the other hand, we have 
J." p [- 2 J.?] љ ±oo foг X -* ± 00 , 
and thus, any solution of (4.4) is a recurrent Markov process (cf. [3], Example 
3,8.2) — compare with Example 3.5 above. 
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5. STABILITY IN THE MEAN 
We use the same notation as in Section 2. Let b and a satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 1.1 and let us assume that for the function § introduced at the beginning 
of Section 2, 
§(x9y)^K(l + \x\
2 + \y\2) 
holds for some K > 0 and all x9 y e Rn. 
Definition 5.1. We say that the equation (E) is 
— Stable in the mean, if for every s = 0, e > 0 there exists 8 = <5(s, e) > 0 such that 
for all X9 YE S 
EQ(S9X9Y)<S implies Eg(r, £•*, Z
S'Y) < e for all t> s. 
— Asymptotically stable in the mean9 if it is stable in the mean and for every s _ 0 
there exists A = A(s) > 0 such that for all X9 Ye S9 
EQ(S9X9Y)<A implies EQ(t9 £•* £'
y) -> 0 for t -> oo . 
— Exponentially stable, if for some K± > 0, K2 > 0 and all X9 Ye S9 t = s the 
inequality 
E<?(f, «'* ftY) = Kt exp {-K2(f - s)} Eo(s,X, y) 
holds. 
Denoting Q = J?+ x (/7?2n\D) we have the following 
Theorem 5.2. Let there exist a continuous function VeClt2(Q) such that for 
some M > 0, N > 0 the inequalities 
(5.1) MQ^V^NQ 
(5.2) and £V(r, x, y) = 9(f, V(r, x, y)) 
hold for all (t9 x9 y) e Q9 where cp:R+ x R+ -+ R is a function satisfying 
(5.3) | ^ , a ) - ^ , ) 5 ) | ^ K r | a - j S | , Kr>0, 
for all t9a9fieR+9 t = T, (p(t9 0) = 0 and <p(t9 •) is a concave function for all 
teR+. 
Then the equation (E) is stable in the mean provided the trivial solution x = 0 
of the ordinary differential equation 
(D) x = <p(t9 x) 
is stable in the Liapunov sense. If the trivial solution of (D) is asymptotically 
stable, then the equation (E) is asymptotically stable in the mean. If q>(t9 x) = 
= —ex for some c > 0, then (E) is exponentially stable. 
Proof. Let (s, x)eQ and consider the process |s'*. Denoting by xt%m the exit 
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time (afters)from Bm n ("2,1 \ CI JV,), Tm$E(t) = xmtt A land using Ito's formula and 
(5.2) we get for f __ 0 __ s: 
(5.4) EV(Ve(,), ?x>;At)) = EV(re,w(0), ?t>liB)) + 
+ E 
fт.и,e(ř) _ fт e , m (ř) 
ĹV(u, ţf) d« ś EV(тř,n(0), ££.,„) + E <p{u, V(u, ?*)) d« 
Jтe,„,(в) Jтe,„.(в) 
Taking m -» oo, e -> 0+ and using Lemma 2.2 we obtain by the dominated conver­
gence theorem 
EV(r, £*>*) __ EV(0, &x) + f E<p(u, V(u9 ft*)) du . 
Jensen's inequality yields 
EV(r, ftx) __ EV(0, ftx) + P (p(M, EV(u, £•*)) du . 
Thus, setting i/r, = EV(r,,|^), f __ s, we have 
(5.5) 0 S ^ ^ ^ + f^(w^u)d« 
Je 
for s __ 0 __ t. We can easily complete the proof by (5.5) and (5.1) noting that ij/ 
is a continuous function. 
Corollary 5.3. In particular, if a function Ve Clt2(Q) satisfies (5.1) and LV __ 0 
holds, then (E) is stable in the mean. 
Theorem 5.4. Let there exist a continuous function Ve Clt2(Q) such that for some 
M > 0, N > 0 (5.1) holds and 
LV(t9x9y)^r\(t,V(t9x9y)) 
is fulfilled for all (t, x, y) e Q, where r\: R+ x R+ -• R satisfies 
\ffc9*)-*tt,P)\£KT\a-p\9 KT>0, 
for all t,oc9 Pe R+, t __ T, r\(t, 0) = 0 and rj(t, •) is a convex function for all t __ 0. 
Then the equation (E) is not stable in the mean provided the trivial solution x = 0 
of the ordinary differential equation x = rj(t, x) is not stable in the Liapunov 
sense. 
The proof is similar to the previous one and can be omitted. 
Example 5.5. For Q(X, y) = \x — y\p, 0 < p ^ 2, by taking V = Q we can easily 
obtain the following results (using the same notation as in Example 3.1): 
If, for all (t, x,y)eQ9 
A. Fp(t9 x, y) __ 0, then (E) is stable in the mean; 
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B. Fp(t9x9y) ^ -fc|x - y|
2p(l + \x- y\p)"1 for some fc > 0, then (E) is asympto-
tically stable in the mean; 
C. Fp(t9 x, y) ^ — c|x — y\
p for some c > 0, then (E) is exponentially stable; 
D. Fp(t9 x, >>) ^ fc|x - y|
2p(l + |x - yl")""1, then (E) is not stable in the mean. 
Thus, for p = 2 the equation 
df, = ( -a f , + fc,) dr + (txf, + fc2) dw,, 
where a2 > 2a > 0, kl9 fc2 e B, is not stable in the mean, although (cf. Example 3.1) 
it is stable in probability. 
Example 5.6. Set Q(X9 y) = |x — y\. The equation 
dc;, = £,df + 2(|ff| + l)dYv, 
is an example of an equation having a (nontrivial) stationary solution, which is not 
stable in the mean (after setting V = Q we can use Example 5.5 D with p = 1). 
We shall prove the following simple converse theorem: 
Theorem 5.7. Assume that b(t9 •) e C2, a(t9 •) e C2, Q(t9 •) e C2 and the cor-
responding first and second derivatives are continuous in (t9 x) and bounded. 
Furthermore, suppose that 
(5.6) \LQ(t9 x, y)\ ^ kQ(t9 x, y) 
holds for some fc > 0 and all (t9 x, y) e Q. Then there exists a function Ve Clt2(Q) 
such that 
(5.7) MQ^V^NQ 
(5.8) and LV(t9x9y) ^ -cV(t9x9y) 
hold for some M > 0 , N > 0, c > 0 and all (f, x, y) e Q provided the equation (E) 
is exponentially stable. 
Proof. Set 




t+1 EQ(U9 # * , ft')du , (t9 x9y)eQ. 
We have 
(5.9) V(t, x, y) g f + KlQ(t, x, y) e---<-»> d« ^ ATe(r, x, j/) 
for a suitable N > 0. Furthermore, from (5.6) we get 
V(t, x, y) >= - -k i'
+T ELQ{U, ft*, ft') dii = 
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= - i (Ec(. + r, tf?r, fr.?-,) - e(. ,x, y)) * ^ e(t, x, y) , k . 2k 
and so (5.7) holds. To complete the proof it remains to note (cf. [1]) that Ve £1,2(6) 
and 
LV(t, x, y) = EQ(t + T, ZtfT9 Z\iT) - Q{t, x, y) + 
+ I " " LEQ(U, ^ \ e y ) du = EQ(t + T, #* r , «?r) -
- (At, x, y) = -$Q(t, x, y) = - — V(t, x, y) . 
Remark 5.8. Assume that the first derivatives of the functions b(t, •), <j(t, •) are 
bounded unfiromly with respect to t. Then for Q(X, y) = \x — y\p, p > 0, (5.6) 
holds with some k > 0. 
Remark 5.9. Combining Theorems 5.7 and 2.5 we obtain for sufficiently smooth 
b, a, Q that in the case Q = KQ (cf. Remark 2.8) the exponential stability implies the 
global uniform asymptotical stability in probability ((G) is guaranteed by (5.8)). 
We can easily establish the relation between the various concepts of stability intro-
duced in this paper for Q(X, y) = \x — y\p, p > 0, in the linear case, i.e., for the 
equation 
(5.10) d£t = (Bit + m) df + X (arit + kr) dwr(t) , 
where B and ar are constant n x n matrices and m, kre Rn. From Lemmas 6.4.1, 
6.4.2 and 6.4.3 in [3] we obtain that if the equation (5.10) is asymptotically stable 
in the mean, then it is exponentially stable (and thus, globally uniformly asympto-
tically stable in probability). On the other hand, if (5.10) is asymptotically stable in 
probability with Q(X, y) = \x — y\p, p > 0, then it is asymptotically stable in the 
mean with e(x, y) = \x — y\q, q > 0 (possibly q < p). 
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